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Economic Review*
- Import price index +3.0% y/y
- Initial jobless claims at 770k

The Index PLUS models are ideal for investors seeking the lowest cost offerings within our Strategy PLUS model 
lineup.  On the equity side of these models, we combine low-cost, strategic equity index exposure alongside 
low-cost, tactical strategies for their potential to generate alpha.  On the fixed income side of these models, we 
use a manager that is highly regarded for active fixed income management.  It is our opinion that investors 
within the fixed income space should seek active management, given today’s historic low interest rates.  
Generally speaking, when interest rates rise, passive fixed income tends to lose money because interest rates 
and fixed income prices have an inverse relationship.  By incorporating active management within fixed income, 
it allows managers access to a broader universe than common indexes.  We currently offer three models in the 
Index PLUS series that range from Moderate to Aggressive. 

On the equity side of these models, tactical management has been a net contributor to performance with 
increases made to cyclically sensitive assets that tend to perform well early in the business cycle (such as 
industrials and basic materials).  Strategic global exposure has also contributed to performance, with most 
major equity indices up strongly year-to-date.  

Within fixed income, active management via individual bond selection has been a positive contributor to 
performance year-to-date. Tactical management has also contributed to benchmark relative performance via 
changes made to asset class exposure that incorporate more cyclically sensitive assets which have performed 
well.  Fixed income strategies have outperformed passive fixed income indices, such as the Bloomberg Barclays 
U.S. Aggregate Bond Index.  

Spotlight:

Trailing Major Index Returns
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Global equities hit record highs mid-week, but gave back ground as long term interest rates continued to rise.   The S&P 500 fell 
-0.74%, while small caps gave back -3.02%.  Most sectors were flat for the week, with Energy the notable exception, pulling back 
7.7% as WTI crude fell below $60 per barrel.  The FOMC met last week, and generally recommitted to accommodative monetary 
policy.  Interest rates remained at the 0-0.25% target, and asset purchases are expected to continue at $120B per month.  
Estimates for fourth quarter GDP in 2021 were upgraded to 6.5% year-over-year, followed by moderation in 2022 and 2023.  Fed 
inflation estimates were revised to 2.2% in 2021, but are expected to be transitory.  Unemployment was forecast to fall to 4.2% by 
the end of 2021.
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Disclosure

The information provided herein is the opinion of The Pacific Financial Group, Inc. (“TPFG”) a registered investment advisor, and 
may change without notice at the discretion of TPFG. Spotlight contains models managed by TPFG and represent TPFG’s opinion 
and evaluation of its models. All information is believed to be accurate but has not been independently verified and TPFG makes no 
warranties as to the accuracy of the information or any representations made or implied. The information should not be construed 
or interpreted as an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell a financial instrument or service. The information is for informational 
purposes only and should not be relied on or deemed the provision of tax, legal, accounting or investment advice. Past 
performance is not a guarantee future results. All investments contain risks to include the total loss of invested principal.
Diversification does not protect against the risk of loss. Investors should review all offering documents and disclosures and should 
consult their tax, legal or financial professional before investing.

Indices represent the broader market as relevant to the sector or market covered by the index. Indices are unmanaged and cannot 
be invested in directly. Indices do not consider the costs, fees, trading, or performance that an investor would otherwise 
experience when investing. Returns are not annualized for periods less than 1 year.

Trailing Major Index Returns and YTD S&P Sector Returns are sourced from Morningstar Direct.

* Sourced from JPMorgan Asset Management, publicly available at https://https://am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-management/
adv/insights/market-insights/market-updates/weekly-market-recap/
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